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To Date a Man, You Must Understand a Man: The Keys to Catch a Great GuyFinally, The JEWEL

and the companion read to compliment all of my books! This dating advice for women book gives

you the blueprint to understanding the male mind so YOU can get what you want from a man by

communicating in the language that he understands!Where is the manual to teach women how to

deal with men?Where is the dating book to communicate with a man and get one's desires met?And

where is the course instructing women on how to keep a man in love with them?Right Here! Don't

Believe? Read My Reviews!Guys get away with tons of stuff and YOU allow them to. This book will

strip a man of his power and put you in control. Hi I'm Gregg. I'm a top dating and life coach out of

Boston and this is what I am offering you:Buy this book and there is a strong chance we can talk in

privateHow many Authors offer this? Everyone's story is unique. You are unique. Men are unique.

But your situation is not. I have seen it and fixed it a thousand times. So if we can talk directly, we

can improve your situation.This is what I do - I take as many emails as I can during my week. It's

possible I can talk with you. Please, don't beat me up if I can't get to you or I arrive too late. My

email is at the back of this book. I enjoy working with my wonderful readers as you can see in my

reviews.This dating advice book is your core read to understand how men think, my other top dating

books are your tools, and I am your confidence builder.In Section 1, We Learn His Blueprint:The

Conveyor Belt to Manhood (The influences of our upbringing)How men love in different ways and

how these affect YOUHow men determine a keeperThe 3 things men require (not what you

think!)The 5 mistakes women often make and don't realize it (this alone will change your life)Doesn't

it drive you nuts how a man will show his soft underbelly to his male friends but not you? He won't

show you crap when it comes to his emotions but he spills his feelings to his buds. This is the

contempt that many men hold over women. I will teach you "MAN MODE" to counter this contempt.

Man mode is how you communicate to a man just like his male friends do. It's simple, MAGICAL,

and he won't even know you are doing it!In Section 2, I Teach:How and why you need to control

your emotionsMan ModeHow to become a higher woman of value (experiences-the more the

better)Baggage handling (both his and yours)My formula for attraction (complete this first, then find

a guy)Confidence building done my way (You have never heard of this trick!)Some men are just

idiots and should be DUMPEDPower dating and why you need to do thisIs he the one? And the

plan to test him (this is fun)The secret language of relationshipsLadies, DO NOT PASS UP THIS

BOOK! Hit the buy right now button in the upper right and let's get to work. Inside, I will also give

you TWO more FREE books to master men. Book clubs keep raving about this hot new release.

Read the sequel to this book! Manimals! Understanding Different Types of Men and How to Date



Them It's powerful, funny, and interactive. About The AuthorGregg Michaelsen, Boston's top dating

coach strikes again with trending dating and relationship advice for women. Read all his books on ;

10 Secrets You Need To Know About Men, Power Texting Men, The Social Tigress, Who Holds the

Cards Now?, How to Get Your Ex Back Fast and Love is in The Mouse. These books are game

changers! Let's Get to Work!
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I dated a great guy for over a year and suddenly he dropped off the face of the earth. Granted, it

was a long distance relationship but we traveled a lot together and to me it was perfect. I had my

own time yet always had something to look forward to by making the next plan to see each other. I

made myself so available and able to go at any time, but by doing so put my own interests on hold

and became less interesting and no longer a challenge. My heart was broken and I couldn't

understand what had happened so of course I questioned and tried to reason that we were so good

together. We didn't fight, we had lots af fun, did interesting things together, and sex was great. On

and on and on.... I really saw myself in this book and it has helped me see that although I am a very



independent and capable woman that I self sabatoged my relationship by giving up part of myself.

This is a must read for woman who give too much!

This is my first review... Ever! I have read literally dozens of relationship books that didn't really

help. Why? They were all written by women! I have now read seven of Gregg's books and am

putting them to use! Wow, what a difference even small changes have made in my relationship.

Looking back at all the "girly" mistakes I have made was an eye opener for me. Seeing a

relationship from a man's perspective has made all the difference in the world. Thank you Gregg,

my life and relationship is changing for the better. These books get right to the point of what needs

to be done and most importantly, it WORKS.

Didn't go deep. Was unimpressed with the book and didn't have a lot of takeaways. Wouldn't

suggest, I was looking for something tangible and something that wasn't so shallow. It skimmed the

surface and seemed like more of a book where the author could brag about his accomplishments.

Hello My name is Shannon and i have purchased 3 of Gregg Michaelsen Books.. ( To Date a Man,

You Must Understand a Man, How to Get Your Ex Back Fast! and Manimals: Understanding

Different Types of Men and How to Date Them! ) ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦All which are AWESOME!!! After

reading these books, i have learned alot about myself, as well as My Boyfriend... I recently wrote

Gregg via email and he responded back within 24hrs!! This man is AWESOME Ladies!!! He is THE

REAL DEAL!!! He Truly cares about his readers and is eager to help in getting your Relationship

back on track! Don't Hesitate to purchase any of his Books, services or products! It is well Worth It!

I have read and subscribed to numerous dating programs that are overpriced and don't cut to the

chase. They never worked for me only promised lies. But is simple and easy to understand it gets to

the point!it's not asking you to use cheesy pick up lines! I was already bitter at age 20 since every

single relationship I've had with a man all ways led to heart break because I was clueless!! This

book has chnaged my life I do the choosing in my love life for I am in control now. This book

teaches you things you wish you would have known and its really big eye opener! Will purchase

more of his books! Thanks Gregg for making th we only dating advice books that Do WORk!

What a little gem of a book....written in an easy to understand style that states what you need to

know without a lot of fluff. It gives good insight to how men and women may interpret things



differently, and offers steps on how to understand these differences and communicate more

effectively, notably while in the dating game. The author also pushes one to think about themselves

as well, as all work starts with one's self. Of course, this is not a treatise on relationships so think of

it as a concise guide. The author doesn't want you to lose your emotivity or play games like some of

these dating guides suggest...he wants to help you find more successful ways to communicate with

the men in your life and have more successful dates and relationships overall.For the price of your

morning latte, isn't it worth a read?

I read this book in 3 days and rather quickly started applying it to my relationship. After 24 hours of

manmode it was already working. I highly suggest having your girlfriends read it too. That way you

always have someone to consult and get advice from. I'm super excited to start To Date a Man You

must understand yourself.

Excellent points for singles to navigate the dating world. A must for clueless single women. Buy it

now, waste no time.
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